Transitions

These show time:
- before - during - first - second
- third - until - meanwhile - soon
- later - afterward - immediately - finally
- then - next - as soon as - when

These compare things: (show similarities)
- in the same way - likewise - as
- similarly - like - also

These contrast things: (show differences)
- but - otherwise - although - on the other hand
- however - yet - still - even though

These conclude or summarize:
- as a result - finally - in conclusion - to sum up
- therefore - last - in summary - all in all

These emphasize a point:
- again - for this reason - truly
- to repeat - to emphasize - in fact

These add information:
- again - another - for instance - finally
- also - moreover - additionally - besides
- next - along with - in addition - for example
- likewise - equally important

These clarify:
- in other words - for instance - put another way